April 13, 2018

Oregon Public Utility Commission
Attn: Caroline Moore
Via email: caroline.f.moore@state.or.us

RE: UM 1930 Community Solar Alternative Bill Credit Rate

The NW Energy Coalition is grateful for the opportunity to provide comment on the Staff Report issued April 10, and also to commend Staff for the work they put into such a comprehensive review of potential alternative bill credit rates for Community Solar. In Order No. 18-088, the Commission found good cause to develop an interim alternative bill credit rate. Staff’s subsequent report laid out three potential bill credit options. The following document addresses the principles Staff used to make their recommendations, as well as the individual models presented.

High-Level Recommendations:

We support the adoption of a bill credit based on the Simple (Residential) Retail Rate with adders that help meet and exceed low-income participation goals. We are in favor of using this interim rate for the full, first capacity tier (160MW) with an opportunity to revisit it at 50% of this threshold (80MW) and assess whether the rate should be adjusted up or down to promote pre-certification, and whether adders or carve-outs are necessary to promote project diversity. Our rationale is that the Simple Retail Rate structure is most conducive to robust, early adoption of Community Solar; it is simple and provides certainty for project development and customer acquisition. Adders could help to ensure a diversity of subscribers and accessibility of the program across utility service territories. At present we are in support of an adder for projects with more than minimum participation of subscribers experiencing lower incomes, but are open to including other adders under program review.
Justification for the Simple Retail Rate as an Alternative Bill Credit Model:

Staff developed their recommendations through the lens of five principles. An ideal bill credit rate would be: simple, accessible, minimize cost-shifting, locational, and transitional. The Coalition appreciates this approach in its clarity and attention to the goals of community solar, and we will make our arguments for the use of the Simple Retail Rate with adders through the same principles. We will also provide alternative interpretations of the principles “accessible” and “minimize[ing] cost-shifting”.

**Simple:** The Coalition agrees with Staff’s assessment that the Simple Retail Rate is both the “most readily available” model and one that is “very simple” in nature. The lack of administrative time and costs necessary to develop this rate is appealing in the transparency and certainty it provides to both project developers and potential subscribers. An overly complicated bill credit model poses consumer protections concerns as it may be difficult for potential subscribers to weigh the costs and benefits of different projects. Moreover, as Staff note in their comments, California, Colorado, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Rhode Island started their programs with iterations of the retail rate.

**Accessible:** Accessibility is a chief concern for the Coalition, but we were disappointed that Staff only took into account the potential to spur project development rather than whether a given bill credit rate would make Community Solar more viable for a diverse base of subscribers. Staff does acknowledge the following language in Order No. 18-088: “[a] functioning Community Solar program” as one that “results in active project development and the availability of subscriptions for customers.” We view an analysis of accessibility as one that does not stop at considerations for project developers, but explores the ability of a bill credit rate to appeal to a diversity of subscribers. As we have detailed in previous comments, and as has been expressed by many other stakeholders and the Commission, Community Solar creates opportunities for communities who have been unable to take advantage of net-metering.
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Viewing accessibility through the lens of subscriber availability and diversity, the Simple Retail Rate is most likely to meet this principle. It is readily available, easily applied, provides transparency to potential subscribers, and is the rate most likely to support participation, especially for subscribers experiencing lower incomes. It is integral that a viable bill credit rate take into account the requirement that 10% of all program generation capacity provide low-income benefit.

Discussion of the low-income elements of Community Solar is largely absent from Staff’s comments outside the formulation of adders, and we are unsure whether the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) modeling presented in “Attachment A” takes into account costs associated with meeting the 5% per-project requirement for low-income participation and 5% greater program benefit. Without a better understanding of these embedded costs, it is difficult to say whether any of the proposed bill credit rates will be sufficient to achieve accessibility from the perspective of low-income program elements on both the project- and the subscriber-side. The Simple Retail Rate is already lower than the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) for many parts of the Oregon, but of the three bill credit rates presented, it is the closest to making projects pencil out and the most likely to ensure that Community Solar does not come at a premium for subscribers experiencing lower incomes.

**Minimize Cost-Shifting:** Staff define cost-shifting as the rate impact determined by the difference between a proposed bill credit rate and the real levelized standard Qualifying Facilities (QF) avoided cost rate. They do not, however, suggest a threshold for rate impacts that are within the bounds of minimal cost-shifting and instead point toward the minimum possible cost-shift as an optimal demonstration of this principle. As we have stated in previous comments, we feel the dictate in SB 1547 to “minimize the shifting of costs from the program to ratepayers who do not own or subscribe to a community solar project” (minimizing cost-shifting) must be balanced with
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the “Incentiviz[ation of] consumers of electricity to be owners or subscribers”7 (accessibility). The Coalition feels that this would be best accomplished if the Commission determined an acceptable threshold for rate impacts that it deems affordable. This will help stakeholders to better understand how Staff intend to weigh the two legislative directives.8

In lieu of more clear guidance from the Commission, we turn to comments made by the Citizen’s Utility Board (CUB) during the March 5 UM 1930 Commission hearing: rate impacts should not exceed 1% over twenty years. In its analysis, Staff estimates rate impacts for the Simple Retail Rate of 0.12% for Portland General Electric (PGE), 0.13% for Pacific Power (PAC), and 4.33% for Idaho Power (IPC).9 PGE and PAC rates would be impacted well below 1%. The Coalition is concerned about the impacts in IPC territory given the relatively small percentage of the first capacity tier that it will occupy and the significant percentage of customers living in IPC territory who are experiencing lower incomes.10 That said, we agree with Staff’s assessment the Simple Retail Rate represents “a midpoint in value between accessibility and minimizing cost-shifting”11 and feel that this cost shift is acceptable for most potential Community Solar project development.

**Locational:** The Coalition commends Staff’s attention to the locational elements of a given bill credit model and agree that on its own, the Simple Retail Rate does not address this. When assessing the continued utility of the interim bill credit rate or a step-down to an RVOS-based rate, it may be appropriate to address the locational diversity of projects both in terms of where they are located in the state and their proximity to load served. If there are not sufficient projects west of the Cascades or projects that provide direct community benefit, it may be necessary to set aside a carve out or implement an adder to incentivize a diversity of projects and to ensure that Community Solar access extends across applicable service territory. We support conducting
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a program audit at 50% of the first capacity tier (80 MW) to determine whether either mechanism would be necessary.

**Transitional:** The Simple Retail Rate, as with the other two rates proposed, will require a transition mechanism in order to step down to Resource Value of Solar (RVOS) levels. The Coalition supports Staff’s suggestion that 50% of the Capacity Tier (80 MW) is an acceptable threshold at which to assess the readiness of the Community Solar program for a transition to RVOS, although we will stress that it may be necessary to extend the interim bill credit rate for the entire first capacity tier, given the LCOE analysis presented by staff. This flexibility, which promotes accessibility, is important — should it be necessary — while allowing for a step-down should cost-shifting be more of a concern. A rate impact cap could be another alternative transition mechanism, used on its own or in combination with a capacity tier threshold.

Like Staff, the Coalition is concerned that a “gold rush”\(^\text{12}\) will be instigated by the trigger of any transition mechanism. This may be mitigated by capacity set aside for smaller projects that lack the economies of scale of large projects, and adders that incentivize projects that are designed to provide more direct low-income benefit.

**Justification for Adders to the Simple Retail Rate:**

The Coalition acknowledges that adders decrease the simplicity of a given base rate and will require additional administrative time and cost. They also may contribute to cost-shifting beyond that modeled in the Staff Report. We feel, however, that it may be necessary to include adders in support of accessibility and a diversity of projects and subscribers. The Coalition prefers adders to classifications, as defined in the Staff report\(^\text{13}\), due to the cumulative properties of adders and their ability to minimize the cost-shifting of individual projects. At present we only feel that an adder to increase low-income participation is necessary but would be open to other
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adders that further this goal or help small projects or localized projects to be competitive should there be future program concerns in this regard.

**Low-Income Adder:** The Coalition supports the inclusion of an adder for projects that exceed minimum low-income participation.\(^{15}\) We are concerned that Community Solar may come at a premium, one that is prohibitive for communities experiencing lower incomes. We hope that program and bill credit design will minimize upfront costs and maximize possible benefit. This is a motivating factor in our support for the Simple Retail Rate; a low-income adder could help to exceed the 10% low-income inclusionary target. It would also increase the likelihood that anchor tenants (those who might subscribe up to the 40% limit of generation capacity for any one entity) would bolster projects with greater participation from subscribers experiencing lower incomes and make those projects more financeable for developers.

**Other Alternative Bill Credit Models:**

**Adjusted Retail Rate:** While the Coalition’s proposal of the Simple Retail Rate with adders is similar to the adjusted retail rate, we are concerned that the Adjusted Retail Rate does not take into account low-income participation in its design, merely project size. This does not ensure a diversity of project managers, who may also be discouraged by the use of deductions for both small and large projects. These concerns are further compounded by the market response and reverse auction mechanisms that provide the adjustments to the base rate. Both adjustment factors do not provide sufficient certainty for project managers and the initial tranche of 5% for projects below or equal to a 360kw threshold is too limited. Smaller projects are most in need of financeable bill credit rates and too quick an adjustment may shut out too many potential projects.

Furthermore, the reverse auction mechanism for projects that exceed 360kw will reward more sophisticated bidders who can make projects work with lower bill credit rates. We also have concerns about a race-to-the-bottom approach for pre-certification awards, and as a result,
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project development. This may disadvantage projects with more substantial plans for low-income participation or other added costs that will make lower bill credit rates difficult to bid.

**Adjusted RVOS:** The Coalition feels that while the Adjusted RVOS rate meets five out of five Staff principles we agree with the assertion that it is the “least likely to spur active project development relative to other proposed rates”.\textsuperscript{16} Even with the adder suggested in these comments, we are concerned that smaller projects and projects west of the Cascades would not be well-supported. Moreover, we do not feel that the current RVOS process is sufficiently resolved in order to base a rate — that is needed immediately — on the currently proposed values.

In summary, we feel that the best course of action in order to lead to an efficient and viable start to the Community Solar program will be to adopt the Simple Retail Rate with an adder to support projects that help exceed low-income goals. We are appreciate the work Staff has done to engage stakeholders and look forward to continuing to contribute to the process.

Sincerely,

Oriana Magnera, Outreach and Policy Advocate, NW Energy Coalition
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